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Jazz meets the ears in the AIR Music Tech Jazzman 5000s. These wireless, closed-ear headphones feature seamlessly braided
audio and microphone cables that avoid tangling and fray. The music is wonderfully smooth and detailed, with a spacious
soundstage. They include active noise reduction that keeps distractions at bay, a special mode for live performance, and

sweat-proof earpads. Bluetooth pairing is a snap, as they connect instantly to a compatible phone, tablet, or PC. The AIR Music
Tech Solo Elite is a high performance closed-ear headphone that features authentic and unprecedented sound, comfortable
ear-gripping fit, and soft ear pads. Damped by unique Active Noise Reduction technology that effectively reduces unwanted
external sounds, the Solo Elite delivers rich, balanced, and precise sound without sacrificing comfort and fit. Noise cancelling
technology is designed to divert external noise to a powerful speaker unit that is close to your ear. With its flexible silicone
headband and stable, lightweight structure, the Solo Elite is made to fit different sizes and shapes of ears. With so much

sound and so many features, the AIR Music Tech Platinum Xii is the ultimate wireless stereo headphones. The mini transmitter
uses Bluetooth 4.0 to wirelessly connect your Bluetooth-enabled device directly to the headphones in up to 33 feet. With a
comfortable, soft, and contoured design, it fits comfortably over your ear and follows your head so you can move around

freely while listening to music. Top-end headphones, built to take on any audio scene. Light and portable, the AIR Music Tech
SA 24s have a sleek, streamlined look that fits comfortably in your hand. Whether you want to experience an adrenaline-filled

ride or dance the night away, the SA 24s are built to handle whatever you throw at them. From a range of over 150 feet to
outdoor environments, these professional-grade wireless headphones easily handle performance requirements. Engineered to
handle multi-room use, the SA 24s feature a second set of interchangeable rubber pads to deliver sound to your other rooms.

With advanced noise cancellation technology, you can enjoy the music without being drowned out by unwanted external
sounds.
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The STEALTH Hybrid is a funky and comfortable headphone without compromising on the acoustic
environment. The sound signature falls somewhere between the ultimate isolation of closed-back

headphones and the ultra transparency of open-back headphones. A truly portable set of
headphones you can throw in your bag and take with you everywhere. They take 10.5 mm total

isolation eartips, and you can use different sized neoprene silicone eartips, a clickable button, and
three different secure strap options. The second button and volume buttons are located in the rear.

The headband is flexible, and you can adjust the headband to fit your head. The AIR Music Tech
Hybrid Guitar Strap is for those who like headphones but don’t want to compromise on their freedom

of movement. Instead of being attached at the rear of the headband, the AIR Music Tech Hybrid
Guitar Strap connects at the front of the headband, letting you wear it around your neck if you want.
The adjustable length of the AIR Music Tech Hybrid Guitar Strap is perfect for different head sizes. Its

design and shape gives the best possible grip with no edge coming into contact with your neck,
allowing your head to move freely without being restricted. A 30cm microphone cable (1/4 inch) is

included. Featuring a powerful digital signal processor (DSP) core, AIR Music Technology's PowerBox
DSP offers you all the power and control to create every style of audio imaginable - it's the ultimate
tool for audio creation and manipulation. PowerBox DSP contains 4 user-configurable modulators,
each with up to 9 configurations, and 9 different envelope generators. In addition, PowerBox DSP

provides 6 oscillators - each with 6 different filter types, 2 resonant filters, and 2 VCA effects.
PowerBox also offers all the routing you'll need for audio connections via a high-quality, 32-bit audio

I/O interface, including 8 EQs, 2 compression effects, and a gate, as well as a headphone amp for
monitoring your audio, and it's all controlled through a powerful interface consisting of 6 complete

mixer controls. The input range of 2V to -2V allows your signals to be boosted or attenuated as
required. 5ec8ef588b
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